
Restrictions for 
Non-Contact Farm Walks

Appointments will be scheduled in
20 minute time blocks to
accommodate everyone. 
 
Appointments cannot be
extended,  to allow for disinfection
between appointments. If you
arrive early, please wait in your car
until your scheduled time.

#3. Time Limits

These appointments are open to
current clients and their families
only, with a current liability
release on file. Max of 5 visitors per
appointment, which must include
a responsible adult. All visitors
must be listed by name for
notification purposes in the event
of an exposure.

#1. Current Clients Only

while the farm is closed

We cannot allow contact with the
horses or surfaces at the farm - a
path will be marked with paint
beside the pastures, and visitors
must stay within the painted area.
No feeding or touching the horses.
Fences are electrified - do not
touch. Gates will be roped off.

#2. No Contact

Many areas of the farm are closed
off to avoid spreading illness.
Please be aware that water and
bathroom facilities are not
available for this visit.
 
Because only outdoor areas are
open, in the event of rain,
appointments will be rescheduled.

#4. Accommodations

Although we are doing our best to
create a non-contact visit, please
do not visit the farm if anyone in
your party does not feel well or is
running a fever.
 
Closed toe shoes are required, and
visitors will need to step on a
disinfection mat upon arrival.

#5. Wellness

For those who would like a more interactive experience, an "I Spy" game can be downloaded
on your phone or tablet or printed before arrival. Please bring this with you if you would like to

use it as we will not be providing printed copies (for your safety).
 

We encourage all visitors continue to follow state health department recommendations for
social distancing, hand hygiene, etc.


